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Abstract
Organizational reputation promotes a healthy organizational identity in soliciting follower commitment and building public trust in the organization (Elsbach, 2006). However, accidents beyond organizational control and scandals provoking public distrust at times occur and sully organizational reputation. To attenuate stigma, organizations employ “image restoration strategies” when organization’s audiences doubt organizations’ reliability or claimed conformity to socially acceptable behaviors, norms, and values (King, 2008). They often deny the wrong-doing, scapegoat someone else within or outside the organization, bolster past good achievements to overshadow the current bad press, differentiate the wrong doing or accident as a random event rather than a regular occurrence, and question its culpability by pointing out the larger systems’ interdependency (Benoit, 1995). Using empirical data and results to substantiate our positions, we address these research questions systematically: What image restoration strategies do organizations most frequently employ and why? What aspects of negative events tend to prompt systematically certain types of image restoration strategies? How do organizational reputation and identity affect their choices of image restoration strategies? How do organizations’ current performances affect their choices of image restoration strategies?
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